Cofense Protect+ MSP helps you deliver a complete email security solution that combines enterprise-grade threat protection and engaging security awareness training all in one platform to keep your clients safe from today's most sophisticated phishing attacks.

Protect+ MSP provides real-time, fully automated threat protection and security awareness training (SAT), is backed by a decade of experience, and is powered by Cofense's unique crowdsourced intelligence network. This solution gives you all the tools and insights you need to effectively and efficiently scale your business as it grows.

**WITH PROTECT+ MSP YOU CAN:**
- Deliver enterprise-grade threat protection and engaging security awareness training to protect client organizations from sophisticated phishing attacks
- Lower the burden on your IT/CISO with one interface to track all client accounts
- Manage all of your clients from a single pane of glass
- Maintain separation between your data, individual client information and workflows
- Onboard and offboard clients with little to no interaction with Cofense
- Take bulk actions on messages even if they span across multiple tenant companies
- Help your clients consolidate without compromising the quality of their email security program
- ...and more

Our complete solution was designed for MSPs with simplicity in mind. Fully automated with robust capabilities, Protect+ MSP gives you all the insights you need to help protect your clients from today’s evolving email threat landscape.

**KEY BENEFITS TO YOUR CLIENTS**
- Protect+ MSP leverages Cofense crowdsourced intelligence, enterprise-grade IOC matching and other proprietary intelligence sources to detect and stop email threats before they reach users’ inboxes.
- Protect+ MSP offers enterprise-grade threat protection and SAT in one easy-to-use platform.
- The solution onboards in minutes so your clients can get up and running quickly, while you maintain full visibility of their status.

Cofense Protect+ MSP is the only comprehensive email security solution that provides enterprise-grade threat protection and SAT in a single platform with you in control. With easily accessible detailed views of your entire client base and the ability to automate threat detection and response as well as SAT delivery, you can help your clients consolidate without compromising the quality of their security program.
REPORTING

• Report Generator allows you to build a high-level custom report in just a few clicks that encompasses the services and timeframe selected. The emailed reports include a snapshot of your Protect+ Dashboard views with your selections.

• Monthly Reports are automatically emailed to all Admins within your account and provide insights into your Protect+ account for any enabled services.

• The reports are in a visual format and highly efficient once incorporated into Executive C-level reports.

EASY DROPDOWN TO SELECT VIEW AVAILABLE FROM ANY PAGE

• The dropdown at the top of screen allows MSPs to select which tenant’s information to view. Using the dropdown at the top of any screen you can select Parent MSP or any “child account” under the Parent account.

AGGREGATED INBOX

• Aggregated Inbox allows the MSP the ability to see their own messages as well as all of their tenant inboxes in a single view.

• An MSP can also take bulk action from that single view to confirm and remove a potential threat from all of their tenant accounts at one time with a single click.

• This is no other solution in the market that allows for an aggregated view and allows the MSP to take bulk actions on messages even if they span across multiple tenant companies.

TENANT MANAGEMENT

• Protect+ MSP is built to support your multi-tenant business structure allowing MSPs to manage their clients from a single pane of glass while still maintaining separation between their own data, individual client information and workflows.

• The Tenant Management page allows the MSP/MSSP to onboard and offboard clients on their own with little to no interaction necessary with Cofense. And, once the process is complete, the change is reflected right on the screen.

• Also, the Tenant Management page provides critical information such as how many recipients are enrolled in each service by tenant which helps make billing more efficient for the MSP.

About Cofense

Cofense® is the leading provider of phishing detection and response solutions. Designed for enterprise organizations, Cofense is the only comprehensive email security solution powered by a global network of 35+ million reporters which utilizes a combination of unique intelligence sources to identify, protect, detect and respond to all email security threats. Powered by the Cofense Phishing Detection and Response (PDR) platform, organizations that deploy the full suite of Cofense solutions can educate employees on how to identify and report phish, detect phish in their environment and respond quickly to remediate threats. With seamless integration into most major TIPS, SIEMs, and SOARs, Cofense solutions easily align with existing security ecosystems. Across a broad set of Global 1000 enterprise customers, including defense, energy, financial services, healthcare and manufacturing sectors, Cofense understands how to improve security, aid incident response and reduce the risk of compromise. For additional information, please visit www.cofense.com or connect with us on Twitter and LinkedIn.